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ABSTRACT 

There are a vast number of domains that leads the user to phishing websites for tricking the user to steal their sensitive 

information or inject malware into the system. In this paper, we will discuss about the support vector machine algorithm and 

how we have used the weights associated with each attribute of the trained SVM model in a chrome extension. This tool will 

identify the nature of the URL and avert the users from becoming a victim of phishing attack by notifying the user about the 

malicious URL on each page load via an alert box as safe or unsafe URL. 

Keywords: URL, Support Vector Machine, SVM, Chrome Extension, malicious URL, Machine Learning, Feature extraction, 

JavaScript. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The internet has become necessity for the people to do their work and to make life more joyful and convenient. There are over a 

billion websites on the internet, among which there are a significant amount of phishing domains that tricks the user to get their 

sensitive data. There is always a high chance of a user to enter a phishing website while surfing on the internet. Most of the phishing 

attacks are done on the social media platforms, as the users spend most of their time on the social media surfing through a large 

number of posts, where they encounter various advertisements and fun promising sites like, birthday wish, new year wish, etc. that 

could redirect the users to malicious domains. 

We have discussed about the support vector machine algorithm and how we have used it in chrome extension tool for detecting 

malicious URL on each and every page load in the browser. The SVM is used to train the model with a dataset of 11055 instances 

of the URLs that are obtained from 4898 phishing websites and 6157 benign websites. Each instance of URL contains value of 30 

attributes/features of the URL as 1 for malicious, -1 for safe or 0 for maybe and the target label for each URL instance as 1 (unsafe) 

or -1 (safe). The features of URL are categorized in three types generally, which are Content-Based, Host-Based, and Lexical 

features. We are extracting these features from the URL using JavaScript in our chrome extension tool and use the linear SVM 
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decision function to get the accurate prediction of the URL as safe or unsafe. This approach will make the tool light weighted and 

fast for malicious URL detection. 

 

II. RELATED WORKS  
Paper [1] has demonstration about the methods like, wrapper type that can be used to select features by modification of SVM and 

general feature selection that is independent of SVM. With the strategies of various feature selection, it discussed about the 

performance of combined SVM. 

 

The URL features extraction in [2] were done with focusing mainly in lexical, host based and site popularity features. It discussed 

about the Support Vector Machine and Random Forest algorithm and how the extracted features of URL were used for the detection 

of malicious domains.  

 

Paper [3] mainly focused towards the importance of feature extraction of URL and how useful the extracted features are, for the 

classification of malicious URLs. It discussed about 18 features of the URL to be extracted. 

In paper [4], it is discussed that the spammers use twitter platform for spams and phishing attacks and how to filter the spams using 

sender-receiver relationship on the twitter. It uses the relation feature for the detection of spammers as it is difficult to manipulate 

relation feature. This paper covered about the detection of spams happening on the twitter. 

 

In paper [5] linear and nonlinear space transformation methods are discussed for the detection of malicious URLs via feature 

engineering and machine learning model. It demonstrated and compared the performance of five machine learning models for 

precise detection of malicious URLs. 

 

In [6] the various features where extracted from the URL and is used to train the machine learning models- Random Forest and 

Support Vector Machine for the detection of malicious URLs. The demonstration shows that the random forest algorithm works 

best with 100 trees and SVM uses all the features of URL for detecting phishing domains. 

 

In survey [7] the performance of Neural Network and Machine Learning methods are discussed for the detection of malicious URLs, 

the neural network methods include Generative Adversarial Network, Neural Network Architect, Recurrent Neural Network and 

Convolutional Neural Network. The Support Vector Machine, Decision Trees, Random Forest, XGBoost, Gradient Boosting, 

AdaBoost and K Nearest Neighbor are the machine learning methods discussed in the paper. 

 

In paper [8] 30 features of URL were discussed and how it contributes in accurate prediction of phishing domain by training the 

machine learning model with these features extracted from the URL. The demonstration of Support Vector Machine, Artificial 

Neural Networks classification and Extreme Machine Learning Algorithm were done and the comparison of these models showed 

the highest precision performance of Extreme Machine Learning Algorithm. 

 

Paper [9] discussed about the structure of URL and training the logistic regression model using only the structural features of 

phishing URLs (without consideration of any page data) for the classification of phishing and safe domains. 

 

In [10] author has discussed about the potential of twitter posts containing malicious URL and it mainly focused on redirecting 

chains of URL, shared resources and the correlations of multiple redirecting chains that shares redirection servers. 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

URL and its Features 

URL stands for Uniform Resource Locator. it is an address of a resource on the internet. It is a string, that is used to locate and 

retrieve available resources on the web. 

The main components of URL are Protocol, Host name, Primary domain, Top-level domain, Subdomain and Path. 

 
Figure 1. URL components 
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A malicious URL contains harmful content that can inject malware into the user’s system or can redirect the user to a phishing 

website with the aim of getting sensitive information of the user by tricking them or taking control of the system. 

 

The features of URL are categorized in three main types, that are content based features, lexical features and host based features. 

We will extract all these types of features for the  prediction of the phishing domains with the help of decision function of SVM. 

The features that we will be extracting and are used for classification of malicious URL are: - Having IP address, URL length, 

Shortening service, Having ‘@’ symbol, Redirecting URL, Prefix suffix, Having subdomain, SSL final state, Domain registration 

length, Favicon, Port, HTTPS token, Request URL, URL of anchor, Links in tags, SFH, Submitting to email, Abnormal URL, 

Redirect, On mouse over, Right click, Popup window, Iframe, Age of domain, DNS record, Web traffic, Page rank, Google index, 

Links pointing to page, Statistical report. All these features will be the attributes for the SVM model and will have possible value 

of 1 for malicious, -1 for safe or 0 for maybe. 

SVM Model 

SVM stands for Support Vector Machine. It is a supervised machine learning algorithm which can be used for both classification 

and regression problems. We have used SVM model as a classifier for our chrome extension tool. 

 

It finds the best hyperplane to separate two classes of the data points. There could be infinite hyperplanes that separate two different 

classes but the hyperplane which has the maximum distance from both the classes is the best for the classification. The linear SVM 

model will have a straight line hyperplane in 2D plane separating the data points. The weights associated with all the attributes of 

our trained SVM model will play the key role as per our methodology to use it in the decision function of SVM for the prediction 

of malicious URL. 

 
Figure 2. SVM linear hyperplane 

The figure 2 shows the best hyperplane separating two classes of data points in 2D plane. For our model the positive/right side of 

the hyperplane will have 1 as malicious URL and negative/left side of the hyperplane will have -1 as safe URL.   

   

 
Figure 3. SVM model block diagram 
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Dataset 

The dataset consists of 11055 unique URL instances. These URL instances are obtained from 4898 phishing websites and 6157 

benign websites. Each row of the dataset has values of 30 features of an URL in 30 columns, the values are in 1 for malicious, -1 

for safe or 0 for maybe. Each column of the dataset represents unique feature of URL and one column has results for supervised 

learning of the model. 

 

Train and test the model 

Using train_test_split from scikit-learn split the dataset in 80:20 and Fit the train test data into the model to train and test the Support 

Vector Machine model.  

The SVM model will be trained with 80% of the dataset and 20% of the dataset will be passed to the model for the testing of model 

accuracy. 

 
Figure 4. Confusion Matrix 

In figure 4, the confusion matrix clearly shows that 1106 URL instances were tested, among which 458 benign URLs were predicted 

correctly as benign, 576 malicious URLs were predicted correctly as malicious, 44 benign URLs were predicted wrong as malicious 

and 28 malicious URLs were predicted wrong as benign. 

Weights associated with each attribute of the trained SVM model 

The trained linear SVM model has weight coefficient associated with each attribute/feature of the URL that is used to train the 

model. 

We can get all the weight coefficient by the attribute coef_  

 
We will use these weights associated with each attribute/feature of the URL in the decision function for correct and fast predictions. 

Chrome Extension Tool 

Chrome extension is a web based application used to add functionality to the existing chrome browser. They are built using HTML, 

CSS, JavaScript and Manifest. The manifest.json file gives the basic information about the extension and is used to manage the 

scripts and getting permissions for the extension to work properly. The HTML and CSS are used to structure and style the popup 

page, frontend of the extension. The JavaScript is used to implement the logic and make backend of the extension for proper 

functionality and working.  

Working of chrome extension tool 

https://www.ijariit.com/
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Figure 5.  overview of chrome extension working 

The chrome extension tool will catch the current URL of the loading webpage from the browser tab, then the features of URL will 

be extracted and the return values (1, -1 or 0) of each feature of URL will be stored in an array. This array will then be used as the 

input for the SVM decision function for the prediction of the nature of the URL as the result. After the successful prediction, the 

user will be informed with an alert box stating the nature of URL as safe or malicious. The tool will do it every time the user loads 

any webpage. 

Feature Extraction from the URL 

The feature extraction of URL will be done in the background by using JavaScript. The JavaScript file will be executed every time 

the user open any link on the browser. The features that will be extracted are: - Having IP address, URL length, Shortening service, 

Having ‘@’ symbol, Redirecting URL, Prefix suffix, Having subdomain, SSL final state, Domain registration length, Favicon, Port, 

HTTPS token, Request URL, URL of anchor, Links in tags, SFH, Submitting to email, Abnormal URL, Redirect, On mouse over, 

Right click, Popup window, Iframe, Age of domain, DNS record, Web traffic, Page rank, Google index, Links pointing to page, 

Statistical report. 

Every feature extraction function will return 1, -1, or 0. The returned value of extracted features will be stored in an array that will 

be passed to the decision function for the prediction of malicious URL. 

Decision function and prediction 

The SVM decision function is used to get the position of new data points from the hyperplane, based on that we can classify the 

data points as negative or positive. 

The decision function for single data point uses the dot product of weight associated with the attribute of SVM and the value of new 

data point attribute that is, f(x) = x . w + b , where, x is the value of new data point attribute, w is the weight associated with that 

attribute and b is the bias term. The b = - c , where, c is the distance between the origin and the hyperplane. When f(x) >=0 , the 

data point lies on the positive side of hyperplane and when f(x) <0 , the data point lies on the negative side of hyperplane. 

The decision function for array input of attribute values. It calculates the dot product for each attribute value and add all of them. 

The result value then compared with 0 for the prediction of the class it belongs to. The decision function is: 

 
Where, Wi are the weight associated with each attribute/ feature, Xi are the value of the attributes and b is the bias term. 

When f(x) >= 0 then it is 1(indicates malicious URL), when f(x) < 0 then it is -1 (indicates safe URL) 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The Support Vector Machine model is giving 93.49% accuracy in the prediction of malicious URLs. 

https://www.ijariit.com/
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Figure 6. Performance of SVM model 

In figure 6, we can see the f1-score, precision and recall for benign and malicious URL prediction. The accuracy mentioned in the 

figure 6 is percentage of correct predictions. 

The formula for calculating the accuracy, precision and recall are: 

Accuracy = (TP + TN /(TP+TN+FP+FN))*100 

Precision = (TP/(TP+FP))*100 

Recall = (TP/(TP+FN))*100 

Where, TP (True Positive): - number of prediction that was positive and is actually positive. 

TN (True Negative): - number of prediction that was negative and is actually negative. 

FP (False Positive): - number of prediction that was positive and is actually negative. 

FN (False Negative): - number of prediction that was negative and is actually positive. 

The SVM model has high f1-score and is a good classification  model. The formula of f1-score is: 

f1-score = (2*(precision*recall))/(precision + recall) 

The chrome extension tool is light weighted and is fast to predict the nature of the URL on all page load. 

V. CONCLUSION 
we have discussed about the Support Vector Machine algorithm and built an SVM model that can predict the nature of URL. We 

have demonstrated how to use the weights associated to the attributes of trained SVM model. These weights are used in the decision 

function as discussed in this paper and built a chrome extension tool for the detection of malicious URLs on each page load. The 

tool works with good accuracy of 93.49%. We have also seen the importance of feature extraction and how to use its return values 

in the decision function for the accurate prediction of the nature of the URL. This chrome extension tool is able to alert the user on 

each page load about the nature of the website they are visiting as safe or malicious URL. This helps the user to avoid the malicious 

URL and stay safe while surfing on the internet. 
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